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Abstract

Objective. Associative learning has been proposed as a mechanism behind the persistence of pain after tissue healing. The simultaneous occurrence of nociceptive and non-nociceptive input during acute injury mimics the pairings thought to drive classical conditioning effects. However, empirical evidence for classically conditioned allodynia is lacking. We aimed to manipulate pain thresholds with a classical conditioning procedure that used non-nociceptive somatosensory stimuli as conditioned stimuli (CS) and nociceptive stimuli as unconditioned stimuli. We also explored the influence of gender, depression, anxiety, negative affect, and pain catastrophizing on the main manipulation.

Design. Thirty-four healthy humans participated in a differential classical conditioning procedure that used vibrotactile stimulations at two different locations as CS. In an acquisition phase, CS+ was paired with painful thermal stimulation, and CS- with nonpainful thermal stimulation. Heat pain threshold was assessed during paired heat-CS trials before and after acquisition. A 2 (time: 1 and 2) x 2 (condition: CS+ and CS-) repeated-measures analysis of variance compared pain thresholds before and after acquisition. Exploratory analyses explored the influence of gender, depression,
anxiety, negative affect, and pain catastrophizing. Postexperiment questions investigated participants’ awareness of the contingencies employed.

Results. The classical conditioning procedure did not alter pain thresholds. Exploratory analyses did not reveal any influence of individual differences. Thirty of the 34 participants were unaware of the contingencies between stimuli.

Conclusions. The results of this study provide no evidence that allodynia can be induced in healthy humans using a classical conditioning procedure with simultaneous timing.
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Introduction

Chronic pain is a societal problem: It affects 35.5% of people [1], exerts a substantial burden both financially [2] and socially [3], and according to years lived with disability, it is humanity’s most burdensome health condition [4]. Despite real advances in our understanding of physiology, genetics, brain function, and comorbidities, how acute pain transitions to chronic pain remains to be elucidated. One possibility is that associative learning drives this transition [5,6]. In an acute pain episode, the simultaneous occurrence of nociceptive and nonnociceptive signaling presents a scenario that is apt to classical conditioning, a form of associative learning that occurs through the repeated presentation of a biologically evocative stimulus (unconditioned stimulus [US], e.g., a nociceptive stimulus) with an initially neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus [CS], e.g., a tactile stimulus). After this pairing has occurred, the initially neutral stimulus comes to carry informational value about the likelihood of the biologically evocative stimulus and can evoke a response even in the absence of such a US [7]. The idea that an association would be formed between tissue damage–driven nociception and other nonnociceptive input during the acute phase of an injury seems intuitive. After healing, once nociception has diminished or ceased altogether, the informational value of the nonnociceptive input could be sufficient to drive the perseveration of pain.

Clinically, this mechanism is very well endorsed: the vast majority of clinicians believe that pain can be a classically conditioned response to nonnociceptive stimuli in the absence of nociception [8]. An extensive body of scientific literature supports the idea that nociception is not always necessary for pain (see [9] for an accessible review). Additionally, classical conditioning is known to be a dominant mechanism behind the maintenance of fear of pain [10] and increased muscular responses to nondangerous stimuli [11]—two phenomena that are commonly seen in people with chronic pain.

A recent systematic review found that, although existing pain can be amplified via classical conditioning mechanisms, there is insufficient evidence to support or negate the idea that pain can be elicited via classical conditioning [12]—in other words, that a normally nonpainful stimulus can be rendered painful (allodynia) by a classical conditioning effect. In fact, despite the idea’s intuitive nature and widespread clinical endorsement, only one study reports to have elicited pain using classical conditioning [13]. However, that study could not distinguish between direct modulation of pain and a change in pain threshold secondary to changes in arousal and valence, leaving the question of classically conditioned pain unanswered.

In the current study, we aimed to use a classical conditioning paradigm to induce allodynia to a somatosensory stimulus in healthy humans. We hypothesized that pairing of one nonnociceptive somatosensory stimulus (CS+) with painful nociceptive heat (UShigh) and another (CS-) with nonpainful heat (USlow) would result in a lower pain threshold to subsequent trials of heat that were paired with the CS+ than to trials that were paired with the CS-. Our secondary aim was to investigate whether such pairing would alter subsequent perception of the CS+ relative to the CS-. We hypothesized that subjects would become more sensitive to the CS+ than to the CS- because of the difference in informational value carried by each.

Methods

Participants

We recruited healthy adult participants using flyers and word of mouth. Study information was provided electronically and verbally, and in printed form when preferred by the potential participant. Subjects were screened for exclusion criteria over the telephone or via email, and again on arrival for testing. Participants were compensated at Au$20/hour for inconvenience and travel costs. Written informed consent was obtained. All procedures conformed to the Helsinki Declaration and were approved by the institutional ethics committee.

Inclusion criteria were pain-free status, age over 18 years, and ability to consent autonomously. Screening exclusion criteria were: pain at the time of testing, use of analgesic medication on the day of testing, a current chronic pain problem, a sensation problem, diagnosed peripheral vascular disease, diabetes mellitus, a neurological problem, or a previous or current psychiatric diagnosis. Volunteers were not eligible if they had completed previous classical conditioning experiments in our laboratory. Participants were excluded if they were unable to distinguish the two tactile locations from each other (see the Manipulation Check section below). Midprocedure exclusion criteria were 1) thermal pain threshold greater than 50°C, 2) fewer than 75% of high-temperature thermal stimuli (UShigh) rated as painful during the acquisition phase, and 3) more than 25%
of low-temperature thermal stimuli (USlow) rated as painful during the acquisition phase (see below for details). Participants who were excluded via these criteria were not considered further. An estimated sample size was computed using G*POWER (version 3.1.9.2, Heinrich Heine Universität Düsseldorf, Germany) [14]. This calculation showed that a sample size of 34 would provide a power of 0.80 to detect a medium-sized effect when alpha was fixed at 0.05.

**Stimuli**

Thermal stimuli were delivered using a 900 mm² Peltier contact thermode controlled by Pathway software (Medoc Ltd, Ramat Yishai, Israel). The thermode was held in contact with the skin by a fabric bandage. Vibrotactile stimuli were delivered using two adapted mobile phone vibrators (tactors) that were manually controlled by software developed in house, using LabVIEW. The tactors were fixed to the skin of the back using double-sided tape (see Figure 2). Prior to the procedure, participants were allocated to receive one of the tactors as the CS+ and one site (cephalad or caudad) as the CS+ location. The tactors were set to vibrate at a clearly perceptible, nonpainful intensity for 500 ms. In case there were idiosyncratic characteristics of the stimulus delivered by each tactor, or differential effects of location, which tactor went where was counterbalanced across participants in the following sequence: 1) tactor 1, location 1; 2) tactor 2, location 1; 3) tactor 1, location 2; 4) tactor 2, location 2.

**Stimulus Timing**

Although forward pairing (CS presented before US) is most common in classical conditioning paradigms, we opted for a simultaneous pairing design in which the onset of the theoretical US (nociception) occurs simultaneously with the onset of the CS (non-nociceptive input). This was chosen because we deemed simultaneous timing to most closely mimic the real-life scenario of acute tissue damage, in which non-nociceptive input is functionally simultaneous with nociceptive input. Notably, this simultaneous pairing design should rule out the conventional explanation for a classical conditioning effect—that any change in responding can be attributed to a real-time modulatory effect of expectation that arises due to the presentation of the CS+. Conversely, in this simultaneous pairing design, attributing any modulatory effect of the CS+ to a difference in real-time expectation would be implausible.

**Manipulation Checks**

Participants’ ability to distinguish the two tactor locations could critically influence the effectiveness of differential conditioning. Perceptual discrimination between the two vibrotactile stimuli was therefore tested with several randomly ordered activations of each tactor, with participants being asked to state whether the activated tactor was the one closer to the head or the one closer to the feet. The procedure only continued when the experimenter was satisfied that the participant could distinguish the two locations consistently, and participants who failed this assessment were excluded.

Considering that repeated exposure to thermal stimulation can cause habituation or sensitisation [15–18], there was a risk that the intended classical conditioning procedure could be confounded by a change in perceptual experience of the UShigh and/or USlow during the acquisition phase. This was controlled for by midprocedure exclusion criteria 2 and 3 (see the Participants section above), which ensured that all participants who completed the procedure had experienced at least 75% reinforcement of CS+ with painful nociception and CS− with nonpainful heat.

**Outcomes and Measures**

**Pain Threshold**

The primary outcome was pain threshold, measured using the method of limits program supplied by the Pathway software that controlled the thermal device.

Secondary outcomes were as follows:

**Perceived Intensity**

Perceived intensity of CS+, CS−, and US was measured using the recently developed Fifty Either Side of Threshold Numerical Rating Scale (FESTNRS). This scale was developed because we have had significant challenges with using preexisting scales to investigate pain thresholds. We required a scale that 1) allows participants to rate both nonpainful and painful experiences on the same scale, avoiding contamination between reports, 2) precisely locates the pain threshold, and 3) is straightforward to explain to participants and straightforward and intuitive for them to use. The FESTNRS defines anchors of “no sensation” at −50, “the exact point at which what you feel transitions to pain” at 0, and the “most intense pain you can imagine at +50. For the purposes of the current study, the FESTNRS offers substantial advantages over a 0–100 NRS for pain—it allows participants to report nonpainful (between −50 and 0) and painful (between 0 and +50) experiences on the same scale, with a pain threshold clearly defined at 0, and maintains the properties of a conventional pain scale for the −50 to +50 section of the scale. Ratings on this scale have been found to have a strong, approximately linear relationship to objective stimulus intensity (R = 0.64) and to electrodermal responses (R = 0.49) (unpublished data). In the present study, a visual version of the scale (see Figure 1) was used to reinforce the meaning and correct use of the scale ranges by marking the range of -50 to 0 as “nonpainful” and the range of 0 to +50 as “painful.” Participants were allowed to
Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS) [20]. The DASS Depression and anxiety were measured with the nonpainful) without losing the sensitivity that each continuous side of the NRS provides. Trials are shown in Appendix 2). Using the FESTNRS allowed us to extract information in binary form (painful or nonpainful) without losing the sensitivity that each continuous side of the NRS provides.

Depression and Anxiety

Depression and anxiety were measured with the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS) [20]. The DASS subscales have shown high correlation with other scales measuring similar constructs and good internal consistency in several clinical groups (DASS-Depression to Beck Depression Inventory [BDI]: \( r = 0.77 \), Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.97 \); DASS-Anxiety to Beck Anxiety Inventory [BAI]: \( r = 0.84 \), Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.92 \); DASS-Stress to BDI: \( r = 0.62 \); and DASS-Stress to BAI: \( r = 0.64 \), Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.96 \) [21]). The psychometric properties are acceptable for use in research in groups with chronic pain [22], and the scale has good consistency in a general (nonpatient) adult population in South Australia (Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) for DASS-D, DASS-A, and DASS-S were 0.95, 0.88, and 0.94, respectively [23]).

Negative Affect

Negative affect at the time (i.e., state) was measured with Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) [24], the subscales of which have shown good internal consistency (Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) for PA and NA scales were 0.89 and 0.85, respectively) and construct validity (correlations with DASS-D, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)-Depression, DASS-A, HADS-Anxiety, and DASS-S, respectively, were \( r = -0.48, -0.52, -0.30, -0.31 \), and \( -0.31 \) for the PA subscale and \( 0.60, 0.44, 0.60, 0.65, 0.67 \) for NA subscale) in a general adult population [25].

Classical Conditioning Fails to Elicit Alldynia

The Extent to Which Participants Habitually Engage in Catastrophic Thinking About Pain

The extent to which participants habitually engage in catastrophic thinking about pain was measured with the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) [26]. When tested in a student sample, the PCS has shown good internal consistency (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.87 \)) and test-retest reliability (\( r = 0.70–0.75 \)) and moderate correlations with measures of anxiety (\( r = 0.32 \)) and NA (\( r = 0.32 \)) [26]. Psychometric data were similar in a sample of community adults: Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) was 0.95, moderate scores on the PCS correlated with NA (\( r = 0.31 \)), and PCS total scores correlated with an index of perceived pain interference (\( r = 0.57 \))[27].

Postexperiment questions were used to explore participants’ perceptions. All questions were phrased as openly as possible, so as to avoid response biases. Some were therefore followed up with careful inquiry so that we could be certain of reaching an accurate conclusion about participants’ perceptions. The first question assessed the effectiveness of blinding with, “Please explain any ideas you have about what we are testing in this study.” If participants gave any indication that they might be unblinded, the question was followed up with further inquiries, so as to render this blinding check as thorough and conservative as possible. The second question assessed for any subtle differences between the qualities of vibrations at the two locations that could have contributed to learning, asking, “Did you notice any difference between the vibrations you received at the two locations, or were they identical? Please describe anything you noticed.” The third question was a rudimentary assessment of the perceived similarity between the different phases of the procedure. This was included because we were aware that the perceptual experience of threshold and acquisition phases was different and that if participants conceptually distinguished between the phases, transfer of learning could be compromised. We explored this with the prompt, “Do you think that the different phases of this experiment were related, or do you think that they were independent?” The fourth question investigated the perceived timing of the thermal stimulus peaks relative to the vibratory stimuli because there was a risk that the intended simultaneous pairing, using CS onset as US reached 45°C (see the Acquisition Phase section below), would be perceived as backward pairing. This phrasing was, “We are interested in how you experience the timing of the peaks of the thermal stimuli relative to the vibratory stimuli. Did you perceive each thermal stimulus to peak 1) before OR, 2) at the same time as OR, or 3) after the vibratory stimulus?” The fifth question assessed contingency awareness with the phrasing, “Do you think that anything about the thermal stimulus was dependent upon the location of the vibration? If you do, what aspects of the thermal stimulus do you think were dependent?” This question was also carefully explored as necessary.
Experimental Procedure

This study used a within-subjects differential conditioning paradigm, for which participants attended a single testing session. Participants first read through the study information sheet and had an opportunity to ask questions. They were given no precise information about the purpose of the study so as to optimize blinding. They then completed consent forms and pretest questionnaires. Testing was performed with participants lying prone on a plinth. The tactors were placed approximately 70 mm to the left of the thoracolumbar spinous processes, 70 mm apart. The thermode was positioned midway between the tactors (see Figure 2). During each test phase, the thermode was strapped to the skin using a fabric bandage. In addition to the “abort” option of verbal withdrawal from the study and the Pathway system’s emergency button, participants were given a rope that allowed them to pull the thermode off the skin if the temperature became intolerable. This was an ethical necessity in view of other research groups having anecdotal reported failure of this type of system to respond to the emergency button.

The procedure began with a training period during which participants became accustomed to the thermode and could practice the task on which the threshold measurements would be based during the experiment. Participants were exposed to six trials following the “method of limits” program provided by the Pathway manufacturer. This program delivers rising heat stimulation until the participant presses a button to stop the heating, whereupon the thermode rapidly cools back to the baseline temperature. The baseline temperature of the thermode was 32°C, and its temperature would reach a threshold of 1°C/second. The participant was instructed to press the button when the stimulus reached “0” (pain threshold) on the FESTNRS. The intertrial interval (ITI) was randomly jittered between 10 and 15 seconds. Scripts are provided in Appendix 1.

The experiment itself comprised five steps (see Figure 3). The order of stimuli was randomized for each.

Pre-Acquisition Phase

Baseline measures of the perception of the CS+ and CS− were obtained. Participants received three trials of CS+ and three trials of CS− vibrotactile stimuli in a prerandomized order and rated their experience of each stimulus on the FESTNRS. ITI was randomly jittered between 10 and 15 seconds.

The “method of limits” program was used for the identification of the pain threshold as described for the training period, except that seven stimuli were delivered so that the first could be discarded (because piloting showed the first trial to be inconsistent with subsequent trials). Each stimulus except the first was paired with a vibrotactile stimulus delivered when the thermode reached a specific temperature. The appropriate timing for delivery of the vibrotactile stimulation was based on the threshold values from the training period. If the training phase threshold values exceeded 46°C, then the vibrotactile stimuli were delivered when the thermode reached approximately 45°C. This was preferred because the simultaneous timing design required that CS and US be coincident, and the UShigh was operationalized as a painful nociceptor stimulus, based on a nociceptive activation threshold of 45°C [28]. However, if the threshold values did not reach 46°C, then the temperature at which the vibrotactile stimulus would be delivered was estimated on a case-by-case basis. The priority was to maximize the chances of a vibrotactile stimulus being delivered during each trial, without that vibrotactile stimulus being paired with too cool a thermal stimulus. As such, the temperature was usually about 1°C below the final threshold measurement determined in the training phase. The order in which vibrotactile stimuli were delivered in this phase was restricted such that pairs of CS+ and CS− were delivered sequentially, but whether CS+ or CS− was delivered first was pre-allocated at random. This order was then repeated for the threshold test 2 phase. Participants did not provide any verbal reports during this phase.

Acquisition Phase

The acquisition phase comprised 12 high-temperature stimuli (51°C, UShigh) paired with the CS+ and 12 low-temperature stimuli (45°C, USlow) paired with the CS−, delivered in a pre-randomized order, according to the Pathway software’s “pulses” program. Peak temperatures were determined on the basis of pilot testing and knowledge of nociceptor activation thresholds, as discussed above (in the Pre-Acquisition Phase section) [28]. The thermode began at a baseline temperature of 28°C, ramped to a target temperature (in this phase, 45°C or 51°C), sustained that target temperature for one second, and then immediately cooled back to the baseline. Heating and cooling occurred at the maximum rate permitted by the hardware: 8°C/second. CS and US (high or low) needed to have approximately simultaneous onsets. The UShigh was operationalized as a
painful nociceptive stimulus. Pain thresholds vary between individuals, but nociceptors are thought to be active at temperatures at and above 45°C [28]. Therefore, each vibrotactile stimulus was timed to coincide with the thermode reaching approximately 45°C, so that the onset of CS was approximately simultaneous with the onset of nociception. The ITI was randomized within the range of 15 to 25 seconds. Participants were asked to rate the intensity of each thermal stimulus on the FESTNRS.

Postacquisition

This phase included a second threshold test and FESTNRS ratings of vibrotactile stimuli, which were identical to the pre-acquisition phase. After testing, participants completed the postexperiment questions, they were thanked for their participation, and they left.

Statistical Analyses

Our primary question concerned the thermal pain threshold when thermal stimuli were paired with the CS+ or the CS− after the acquisition phase. The postacquisition phase was designed as an exact replica of the pre-acquisition phase, with tactile stimuli delivered in the same order and with the same timing in both phases. In order to retain this matching, errors were accounted for by eliminating the data from the matching trials (total of seven pairs of trials eliminated for this reason). In such cases, mean threshold values were calculated from the remaining matched trials. Data were visually inspected for distribution, and tests were applied to confirm that the data met the applicable test assumptions, for example, normality and sphericity for repeated measures (RM) analysis of variance (ANOVA). We analyzed the data using two RM ANOVAs. The primary analysis consisted of averaging the three vibrotactile stimulus FESTNRS ratings for each time point (pre-acquisition and postacquisition) and each stimulus type and conducting a 2 (time: vibrotactile pre-acquisition test vs postacquisition test) x 2 (stimulus: CS+ vs CS−) RM ANOVA.

Although we were not testing hypotheses about the relationship between gender or psychological factors and conditioning, we did explore these relationships with a view to hypothesis generation. To explore the relationship with gender, we used analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with the same design as for the primary analysis, but with gender included as a covariate. To explore relationships with psychological factors, we used four separate regression analyses. We computed an index of the “conditioning effect” by dividing the mean threshold for CS+ test trials from the mean threshold for CS− test trials for pre-acquisition and postacquisition phases separately, and then subtracted this figure for pre-acquisition from that for postacquisition. We then used this index of conditioning as a dependent variable and used negative affect score on the PANAS, depression score on the DASS, anxiety score on the DASS, and total pain catastrophizing score on the PCS as independent (predictor) variables. We did not correct for multiple measures because these were hypothesis-generating analyses.

Results

Overview

Forty-seven participants volunteered. Four volunteers met exclusion criterion 2 (see the Participants section above), seven met exclusion criterion 3, one was excluded for reporting all CS as painful, and one was excluded because of equipment malfunction during testing. All excluded volunteers were replaced with new, naive participants according to the established criteria so that full data sets were obtained for 34 remaining participants (N = 17 female participants, median
Table 1  Descriptive data for full sample (N = 34). Note that, for FESTNRS scores, positive values indicate painful experience, whereas negative scores indicate nonpainful experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean ±SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative state affect</td>
<td>PANAS</td>
<td>13.58 ± 3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>DASS</td>
<td>1.53 ± 2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>DASS</td>
<td>3.26 ± 3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>DASS</td>
<td>6.44 ± 6.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain catastrophizing</td>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>14.41 ± 8.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition: intensity of</td>
<td>FESTNRS</td>
<td>23.55 ± 11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-temp stimulus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition: intensity of</td>
<td>FESTNRS</td>
<td>–28.42 ± 10.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low-temp stimulus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Pain threshold results for pre-acquisition and postacquisition tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pain threshold (°C)</th>
<th>To CS+ (mean ±SD)</th>
<th>To CS− (mean ±SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before acquisition</td>
<td>44.13 ± 3.23°C</td>
<td>43.95 ± 3.27°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After acquisition</td>
<td>46.39 ± 2.06°C</td>
<td>46.23 ± 2.05°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Ratings of vibrotactile stimuli during pre-acquisition and postacquisition tests; note that the FESTNRS anchors are such that −50 denotes no sensation and 0 denotes the pain threshold, so that negative scores indicate nonpainful experience and, e.g., −34 is less intense than −33.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating of vibrotactile stimulus (FESTNRS)</th>
<th>To CS+ (mean ±SD)</th>
<th>To CS− (mean ±SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before acquisition</td>
<td>–34.75 ± 8.22</td>
<td>–33.19 ± 8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After acquisition</td>
<td>–34.82 ± 9.56</td>
<td>–35.03 ± 10.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secondary Analysis: FESTNRS Ratings of Vibrotactile Stimulus

There was no difference between FESTNRS ratings of the CS+ and the CS− (Table 3, no significant effect of condition, F(32,1) = 0.904, P = 0.349). Ratings did not change overall from pre-acquisition to postacquisition (no main effect of time F(1,32) = 0.328, P = 0.571), but ratings of the CS− showed a greater decrease from pretest to post-test than ratings of the CS+ (significant Time x Condition interaction, F(1,32) = 4.45, P = 0.043, η²P = 0.122) (difference between means at time 2, mean ± SD = 0.21 ± 5.03).

Exploratory Analyses

We explored the effect of gender by entering gender as a covariate in the primary ANOVA. This analysis did not show a significant time x condition interaction (P = 0.81), strengthening the idea that the acquisition procedure did not elicit a classical conditioning effect on pain threshold and showing that gender did not significantly influence the primary results (no interaction of time x condition x gender, P = 0.78). We also explored the effects of negative state affect, depression, anxiety, and pain catastrophizing using regression analyses, with the index of the “conditioning effect” (see the Methods: Statistical Analyses section) as the dependent variable. None of the four exploratory variables significantly predicted the strength of conditioning. The results for one-tailed tests of significance were: negative state affect P = 0.21; depression P = 0.29; anxiety P = 0.38; pain catastrophizing P = 0.13. Postexperiment questions revealed that all 34 participants were blinded to the purpose and hypothesis of the study. Four participants reported that the CS+ was consistently paired with high-temperature stimulation during the acquisition phase; 30 were unaware of this pairing. Thirty participants reported perceiving the thermal stimulus to peak after the vibrotactile stimulus; one participant reported uncertainty, saying the thermal stimulus had peaked either at the same time as the vibrotactile stimulus or before it; one participant said it had peaked before the vibrotactile stimulus, and two participants could not remember.
Discussion

We hypothesized that pairing of one non-nociceptive somatosensory stimulus (CS+) with painful heat and another (CS-) with nonpainful heat would result in a lower pain threshold to subsequent trials of heat that were paired with the CS+ than to trials paired with the CS-. Our hypothesis was not supported: we found that participants’ pain thresholds were no different when, during the test phase, the threshold test was paired with the CS+ compared with when it was paired with the CS-. However, this difference between pain thresholds with the CS+ and the CS- approached significance ($P = 0.057$). Importantly, though, the critical interaction effect was absent ($P = 0.949$), and the location of the CS+ and CS- was randomly counterbalanced between participants, which excludes a difference due to skin location. Overall, our results provide no evidence that allodynia can be induced in healthy humans using classical conditioning.

Our results are in line with those of Bräscher [29], who asked a similar question using a different design. In that study, warmth stimuli (as CS+ and CS-) were paired with painful or nonpainful heat stimuli (as US). In the test phase, each conditioned stimulus was presented with the nonpainful heat stimulus. Analysis of data from the whole sample (see 12) showed that classical conditioning did not cause nonpainful thermal stimuli to become painful when they were paired with the CS+. However, this analytical approach was underpowered to detect an effect, and the trend toward a significant effect implies that replication of this design is warranted.

Our results contrast with those of Williams and Rhudy [13], who found a lower threshold when the threshold test was presented with the CS+ than when it was presented with the CS-. The contrast could be due to several differences in study design. First, the primary aim of the study by Williams and Rhudy was related to emotions: they investigated preparedness theory [30] by inducing increased arousal and negative valence to a facial expression of fear (as CS+) and then tested the effects of that increased arousal and negative valence on pain threshold. Second, during Williams and Rhudy’s acquisition phase, the CSs were displayed for 10 seconds before delivery of the US. During the subsequent test phase, CSs were presented without reinforcement, and threshold measures were taken five seconds after onset of the CS. With this “delay” timing, participants presumably had enough time to identify the CS+ and would have been anticipating the US when the pain threshold test occurred. The drop in pain threshold with the CS+ may, therefore, have been mediated by the conditioned change in arousal and valence—indeed, conditioned fear is what the authors considered to have been the driver of the drop in pain threshold. In contrast, our study used neither emotional manipulation nor delay timing: we intentionally selected emotionally neutral CS and used simultaneous timing, such that the CS and US were coincident. Simultaneous timing is not commonly used in classical conditioning study designs—presumably because studies that measure anticipatory or preparatory responses to index associative learning have shown a less potent learning effect with simultaneous pairing than with forward pairing [31,32]. Of course, one would not expect an organism to develop an anticipatory behavioral response to a CS that does not temporally predict the US because such a response would serve no biological purpose [33]. However, several carefully designed studies have interrogated the assumption that simultaneous pairing is an ineffective driver of associative learning [33–35]. These studies used two-phase conditioning procedures to circumvent the limitations of anticipatory responses for detecting associations formed between simultaneously paired stimuli. Their combined results show that simultaneous pairing can, in fact, be an effective driver of conditioning and can even sometimes result in stronger associations than forward pairing [33–35]. These studies suggest that the historical exclusive measurement of anticipatory responses may have generated a false impression that simultaneous pairing produces inferior associative learning. The present study did not measure anticipatory responses, so it was reasonable for us to use simultaneous pairing. In fact, we considered simultaneous timing to be preferable because it 1) has greater ecological validity—it mimics the real-world relationship between the proposed CS (e.g., tactile input) and US (painful nociception) and 2) minimizes the likelihood of effects being driven by an indirect pathway, mediated by conditioned increases in valence or arousal. In other words, we chose to use simultaneous timing so as to target mechanisms that are not dependent on time-consuming processes. With the background of the study by Williams and Rhudy, our study’s findings could be interpreted as suggesting that conditioned changes in arousal or affect—or other timing-dependent constructs like expectation—may be necessary for modulation of pain threshold (for a review, see [36]), although a previous study by our group has demonstrated classically conditioned hyperalgesia in a simultaneous timing design [37].

Our secondary hypothesis was that subjects would become more sensitive to the CS+ than to the CS- because of the difference in informational value carried by each. We found that participants reported experiencing the CS+ as more intense than the CS- after acquisition, but this difference, although statistically significant, was too small to be clinically meaningful, at 0.21 on the 100-point FESTNRS. Admittedly, participants seemed to find the task of rating the CS somewhat arbitrary. This may be because these CS-only trials were delivered in a block, rather than intermixed with other paired trials and because they did not involve a range of different CS intensities. That kind of exposure would constitute a range of experience within which to contextualize the FESTNRS. Intermixing CS-only trials with paired trials or providing a range of CS intensities could be useful.
strategies to improve the sensitivity of this assessment in future designs.

One interesting finding of this study was that 30 of the 34 participants were unaware of the pairing of CS+ with painful heat. This seems surprising in light of the supposed biological relevance of painful heat, but may be a consequence of the experimental setting. Although participants had the option of terminating their involvement in the study, they did not have any choice about the order in which they received stimuli, so there was no "survival advantage" to learning about the association. Participants were also not instructed to learn during the procedure. There is considerable debate about the importance of contingency awareness for classical conditioning, and most of the evidence suggests that conditioning effects are greater when participants are aware of contingencies [38,39]. However, establishing contingency awareness as the cause of conditioned responding is challenging, given that contingency awareness might be established in parallel with conditioned responding. Elegant work by Jensen et al. has recently demonstrated classically conditioned hyperalgesia in participants to whom CS were presented subliminally, such that participants were unable to recognize the CS [40,41]. Those findings suggest that conditioning can occur without conscious awareness. However, even subliminal presentation of stimuli may lead to the establishment of expectancies. We questioned our participants about contingency awareness rather than about expectancy, so we cannot comment on whether or not they expected more pain with CS+ than with CS-. We are also unable to speculate as to whether our participants made any nonconscious associations because we did not use physiological measures in this study. Together, these considerations suggest that participants’ failure to learn the association could underlie the lack of effect in the present study and that physiological measures may be a useful manipulation check to be included in future designs. Indeed, recent data suggest that a situation in which participants are aware of the contingencies may be more representative of clinical reality than a situation in which participants are unaware of the contingencies: most patients with acute back pain are able to accurately identify situations that trigger their pain [42]. This may be a particularly important consideration for studies aiming to elucidate mechanisms that could contribute to the maintenance of pain beyond the acute phase of injury.

Participants’ ability to distinguish the locations of the various stimuli may also influence contingency learning. We assessed our participants’ ability to distinguish the CSs from one another, but we did not assess their ability to distinguish the location of each conditioned stimulus from that of the US. A recent study by our group [37] found classically conditioned hyperalgesia and better contingency awareness after a procedure that applied stimuli, in a similar layout, to the forearm, which some studies have found to have higher spatial acuity than the back [43]. In that study, stimuli were also spaced slightly further apart, and the US was an electrical stimulus that probably provided a more spatially precise perceptual experience than the thermal stimulus used in the present study. It is possible, therefore, that spatial distinctiveness of CS and US (or of the two different CS-US combinations) facilitates contingency learning.

Another noteworthy finding is that postexperimental questioning revealed that most participants perceived the thermal stimulus to peak after the vibrotactile stimulus. This is unsurprising, considering that the vibrotactile stimuli were timed to begin when the thermal stimuli reached 45°C, which was well below the peak of the UShigh (51°C). At first glance, this seems to suggest that the present study did not succeed in achieving “simultaneous” timing—and certainly, this apparent mismatch reflects the difficulties inherent to achieving simultaneity with two different stimulus modalities. However, the present study operationalized the US as painful noiception. The rapid ramp rate of the thermode (8°C/sec) meant that the vibrotactile stimulation (duration 500 ms) would have ended as the thermode reached 49°C, which exceeds the pain threshold in most participants and certainly exceeds the nociceptor firing threshold [28]. Vibrotactile stimulation therefore began as nociception began and ended after the thermode reached a temperature that would have been painful in most participants.

The findings of this study are strengthened by effective blinding. All 34 participants were blinded to the purpose of the experiment, as confirmed at postexperiment interview. In our recent systematic review of classical conditioning of pain, blinding had not clearly been confirmed in any of the eligible studies. Indeed, one clear suggestion of that review was to reduce the risk of bias in conditioning studies by aiming for and assessing blinding of participants [12].

There are some limitations of the current study that need to be noted, and the interpretation of our results should consider two procedural factors. First, in the present study, the CS had a duration of 500 ms and was timed to begin when the threshold test stimulus reached approximately 2°C below the peak temperature attained during threshold test practice trials. This meant that the CS began and ended well before the threshold was reached in many of the test trials. It is difficult to speculate about the consequences of this timing discrepancy because so little is known about the neuronal mechanisms that might contribute to classically conditioned modulation of pain, but it is plausible that any modulating effect of the CS had been lost by the time the test stimulus approached pain threshold. It is also worth noting that this “method of limits” approach to testing pain threshold allows for operant conditioning to play a role because the test stimulus ends as soon as the participant presses the button. The safety rope that participants held to allow them to pull off the thermode in case of malfunction could also be construed to provide
a sense of control over the stimulus. However, the rope facility is similar to the opportunity for participants to verbally request cessation of the thermal stimulus or for them to press the emergency button that is routinely provided during thermal stimulation. Participants are instructed to use these only if they wish to withdraw from the study, so it is unlikely that these opportunities provided a sense of control over the intensities of individual stimuli that was sufficient to diminish the impact of the UShigh.

Second, the selection of a CS plays a fundamental role in the design of any classical conditioning study. We chose to use a somatosensory CS for its ecological validity [44] so that the paradigm would mimic the clinical scenario in which many of the signals reaching the brain would originate in the tissues close to the area from which the nociception originates. In accordance with a functional perspective on conditioning [45], we expected that somatosensory stimuli (e.g., nociception plus tactile input) would more easily be associated with each other than a somatosensory (e.g., nociception) and a non-somatosensory (e.g., visual) stimulus might.

Third, our interpretation of the simultaneous conditioning paradigm as being capable of minimizing the effects of arousal or valence is based on timing alone. It would have been interesting to have measured CS valence in the present study, perhaps using the Self-Assessment Manikin measure [46]. Evaluative conditioning is commonly accompanied by a change in valence of the CS+, which may be attributed to the CS+ evoking the memory representation of the US (see [47] for review). However, it is also important to note that a differential change in valence of the CS would not necessarily constitute a causal relationship between that change in valence and any conditioning effect seen. Such a measure of CS valence would provide more interesting information but would not inherently support or negate the idea that simultaneous conditioning may minimize the mechanistic role of changes in arousal or valence.

It would seem sensible for further research into this question to 1) measure participants’ learning—by using expectancy ratings or by measuring physiological arousal during the procedure, 2) ensure that CS are coincident with the instant at which the decision about painfulness is made during testing or use a different approach to assessing pain threshold, 3) consider the mechanisms by which different CS modalities might act on the painfulness of test stimuli, and 4) consider measuring the change in valence of the CS over the course of the procedure.

Importantly, this study does not provide conclusive evidence that allodynia cannot be induced using classical conditioning—only that the present carefully designed paradigm did not induce allodynia in this sample. It remains possible that allodynia might be induced under different conditions—perhaps with different stimuli [45], different anatomical sites, or different conditions of implicit threat [48].

Conclusion

The results of this study provide no evidence that allodynia can be induced in healthy humans using a classical conditioning procedure with simultaneous timing. This finding raises the possibility that previous demonstrations of classically conditioned pain modulation were reliant on conditioned changes in arousal, valence, or expectation. Alternatively, the lack of effect may be due to the lack of awareness about pairing in the majority of the participants. Finally, the current results do not support the popular idea that classical conditioning can be a driver of persistent pain in the absence of persistent nociception.
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